
GUIDE TO WORKING WITH A FREELANCE VIDEOGRAPHER

Video Process

PRE-PRODUCTION ( allow 1-2 WEEKS)
1. Creative Brief (your responsibility). Before meeting with the videographer you’ve

selected, it’s important to spend some time clarifying the items below. The videographer

will likely need to know all of this information before being able to provide you with a

quote for your project.

GOAL
What would you like to accomplish with this video? Is there a specific action you would

like the viewer to take after watching the video? If this is part of a larger project, what

role will the video have in supporting the larger project? Don’t forget to consider your

audience, how you communicate with them, and how this video will fit into your

communication plan.

AUDIENCE
Identify your main audience—not just who they are, but their needs, wants and any

challenges you might have communicating with them.

MESSAGING
The best videos usually have a single, clear message and deliver it well. If viewers could

only take one thing away from your video, what would you want it to be? Consider

adding two or three sub-messages that support your core message.

TIMELINE
When does the final video need to be completed? Are there any scheduled events that are

necessary for the production of this video?

MANDATORY ELEMENTS
Does your video need to include an interview with a specific person, footage from a

particular event, or special graphics? Should your video be a certain length, or not exceed

a certain length?

EXAMPLE VIDEOS
When possible, include example videos with the style, mood, tone, visuals or storyline

you would like to create.

2. Creative Proposal (videographer’s responsibility). The videographer will use the

information you’ve provided above to develop a creative proposal and estimate. The

proposal could include any or all of the below elements.  After the end of your initial

meeting with the videographer, be sure to clarify with them which of the elements below

you would like them to provide.

VIDEO OUTLINE/STORYBOARD/SCRIPT
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One or more of these will be included in the proposal depending on the needs of the

project. Not all video projects will require a script or storyboard.

SCOPE OF WORK
Determination on whether this will be one video or multiple, how many people will be

interviewed, whether the videographer will be acting as a producer and director, whether

the videographer will need to rent gear or contract out any elements of the production,

how many client reviews are included in the estimate, and who the videographer will be

working with on your team and what assistance they will provide.

DELIVERABLES & DISTRIBUTION
Length of final video produced, file type, and the rights and usage of video collected

throughout the course of the project.

PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
A timeline over which production of the video will take place. The creative proposal will

also include when clients can expect to review drafts, as well as deadlines for clients to

submit revisions.

3. Creative Concept Approval (your responsibility)

It is the client’s responsibility to provide initial review and approval of the freelancer’s

creative concept, with the Director of Digital Strategy and Public Affairs having final

approval of the concept for Tier 1 projects. Any changes requested by the client after this

point to elements on the creative proposal may change the production schedule,

deliverables, and costs of a project, as well as the freelancer’s ability to carry out the

work.

PRODUCTION ( allow 1-3 WEEKS)
1. Planning and Logistics

The videographer will use this time to scout and secure locations, source and secure

talent and any required materials, and coordinate any additional support or gear.  The

client is responsible for designating a point person on their team with whom the

freelance videographer will work directly. This person should be familiar with campus

and prepared to assist with project logistics and to facilitate outreach on campus. This is

often the part that can lengthen a video timeline. The availability of a subject or a

location is often beyond the videographer’s control, and it is important to allow for this

in the pre-production timeline.

2. Video Shoot

Depending on the project, there may be one video shoot or many over the course of

multiple days or even weeks.

POST-PRODUCTION (allow 2-4 WEEKS)

Post-production schedules should always include at least two reviews and should include

enough time for everyone who needs to be able to review the piece to be able to do so. It is

expected that the client will deliver the bulk of their feedback during the first review and only

have minor changes or final approval after the second revision. The Director of Digital Strategy
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and Public Affairs should be brought in by the client to review, provide edits and approve Tier 1

videos.

CAPTIONING (allow 1-2 days)

All videos must have captions. The responsibility of being ADA compliant is on the College, and

as the client, you are responsible for procuring ADA-compliant captions or negotiating for the

videographer to do so.

Why do Videos Need to be Captioned?

● It is the right thing to do. Captions make videos more accessible to those with

hearing impairments and those for whom English is not their first language.

● ADA compliance. Not captioning videos could potentially create a lawsuit for the

college; all colleges and universities are expected to comply with ADA regulations unless

they can prove undue hardship. For more information on ADA compliance and legal

requirements, contact Carleton’s Office of Disability Services.

● To maximize the reach of your video. Captioning videos allows people to watch on

their mobile devices, in public, or when their device is muted. It also increases watch

time, which is a factor in many platforms’ algorithms and may help boost your content

and expand the reach of your video.

How to Get Captions

Videos created by CCOM will have captions included in the final file delivery. Departments that

create their own videos are responsible for providing their own captions. Freelance

videographers will likely not provide captions unless asked to do so.

● Rev.com (preferred)

Use rev.com or a similar service, which offers accurate and inexpensive ADA-compliant

captions. Create your own account, and plan to spend $1/min for captioning services.

You should allow 24 hours for your video to be captioned. Always check your captions

before uploading.

● YouTube

You may use YouTube’s auto-generated captions through Video Manager on your

YouTube account. You will need to edit auto-generated captions, as they typically contain

many errors. In order to be ADA compliant, captions must be accurate,

time-synchronized, and include sound effects.

How to Apply Captions to Your Video

The end product generated by Rev is a caption file. Most caption files are plain text files with

time codes indicating the start and stop times. Popular caption file formats include SRT,

WebVTT, and TTML, all of which are supported by YouTube.

To add captions to videos on YouTube, you must be the owner of the YouTube account or

channel where the video is hosted. The specific steps for uploading your caption file change
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frequently as the YouTube interface is upgraded. However, the general sequence is fairly

consistent and can always be found on google help pages.

Rev has information for uploading completed captions to facebook.

Alternative platforms may have a different interface but you can expect the sequence to follow

the same steps as those for YouTube or Facebook.

If your platform does not allow for the upload of a separate caption file, generate captions itself,

or allow you to embed from YouTube, services like rev.com provide open or forced captions,

which burn the captions onto the video file and do not allow the viewer to turn them on or off.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
● Where will your video be hosted, and how will it be shared with your audience? If you

need support with a College-owned YouTube channel, College Communications can help.

● If Carleton will own or have unlimited usage of the video footage collected over the

course of this project, you will need to determine how to get this footage from your

videographer and how to store it. One possibility is asking the videographer to mail the

footage on a small portable hard drive. This may add to the cost of the project.

● College Communications maintains a list of freelance video resources.
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